
 

BBOOGGGGYY  

SSHHOOEE  
The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers  

Trash #328 August 2023 

Find us on  or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/ 

Unless indicated, all r*ns are on Mondays at 19.00pm and all directions/ timings are approximate starting from 

Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction. Please adjust journey time accordingly from your location. 

DATE #NO ON ON Post Code HARES  

7th August 2023 2321  Anchor Inn, Ringmer ##ALE TRAIL PUB ## BN8 5QE Mudlark & Knightrider 

Directions: Follow A27 east past Lewes. Take left at second roundabout through Cuilfail tunnel. Take right at next roundabout 

then right again onto B2192. Pub is opposite village green. Est. 15 mins. 

14th August 2023 2322  Kentish Horse, Markbeech TN8 5NT Pant in the Country 

Directions: A23/M23 north to junction 10, 3
rd

 exit from roundabout A264. At 3
rd

 roundabout turn left onto B2028. Follow for 

11.7 miles through Marsh Green, then turn right onto B2026. In 1.8 miles turn left onto Cowden Pound Lane. Pub is .7 miles on 

right. Turn hard right into car park.  Est 50 mins.  ### Janet Street Porter fancy dress hash for Loose Women ###  (see #327) 

21st August 2023 2323  Jack & Jill, Clayton BN6 9PD Hot Fuzz & Shoots Off Early 

Directions: N. on A23, stay in l/ hand lane and filter on to A273. Pub on left after Clayton Hill. Est. 5 mins.  ##ALE TRAIL PUB ## 

28th August 2023 2324  The Cock Inn, Wivelsfield RH17 7RH Keeps It Up & Wildbush 

Directions: A23 north, keep in left hand lane and filter on to A273 over Clayton Hill. Take 2nd right B2112 through Ditchling. 

Turn right at third roundabout and pub is through village on the left. Est 25 mins. ##ALE TRAIL PUB ## 

4th September 2023 2325  Beardsfield Nursery, Ditchling BN6 8TN On On Don & Whose Shout 

Directions: A23 north, keep in left hand lane and filter on to A273 over Clayton Hill. 2nd right is B2112 into Ditchling. At mini-

roundabout go straight ahead. PEP nursery is about 1 mile on right just past Garden Pride. Est. 15 mins.   

## DON & PAT WEDDING HASH, AND LOCAL KNOWLEDGE 80TH! ## 

Receding Hareline:  
## All pubs below are ALE TRAIL pubs! Bring passports ## 

11/09/23 Stags Head, Portslade  Fukarwe/Pondweed 

18/09/23 BN6 Tap room, Keymer Lily the Pink 

25/09/23 Beer Engine, Southwick Off with Her Head 

Hashing around Sussex: 

CRAP UK H3 - r*ns start at 11am: 

06/08/23 Mucky Duck Hash at Black Swan, Pease 

Pottage 

02/09/23 Staplefield Green – pub TBC KIU & Wildbush 

Hastings H3 - r*ns start at 10.66am (11.06am):  

06/08/23 Wylands Farm, Battle TN33 0SU 

Hares: Snake Hips and Sh!tstirrer 

W&NK H3:  

14/08/23 7pm Monday Hash as above this month! 

Thought for the day:  
Apart from the hay fever, the constant sweat, the sunburn,  
the lack of sleep, the wasps, the bug bites, the baking hot 
car, the 3am sunrise, the non-stop disco from next doors 
garden, the yellow lawn, the heat rash, the absence of air 
con and the complete lack of energy… 
I’m actually a big fan of British summer! 

 



BH7 HASH

REMINDER - A stile for Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
A gentle reminder to please contribute to the memorial stile for one of our founder hashers, Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton 
who passed away in November ’22. We are discussing a location with The National Trust somewhere
Dyke area, scene of r*n #1 back in June 1978. You can contribute either by 
to Knightrider or Wildbush, or by transfer
reference of “Phil” ( Lloyds Bank : 30-67-
We are still considering the best location and 
as enable newer members to grab a bit of hash kit, and it may be that this is held over to our first Annual General 
Meeting, known in hash parlance as an AGPU 
Many thanks in advance. 

ononononononononononononononononon

REMINDER - NOTE FROM KNIGHTRIDER re the next 
We are booked in for Wednesday 11th October. The tours start at 06:30 pm and the cost is £10 
are to meet on the night will be sent through nearer the time.
number of 25, by emailing me with names,
Lloyds Bank : 30-67-72 / 31893463).  I expect th

ononononononononononononononononon

onononononononononononononon

BIG NEWS – CLEAR YOUR DIARY 
Well, we didn’t have an celebration to mark the hash’s 45
with a night of hashing, drinking, good food 
party to celebrate not only Local Knowledge’s great big birthday
wedding following the marriage of On On Don
More info to follow soon but make sure to keep the diary free, rearrange any appointments already booked, and get 
yourselves along to what promises to be the hash event of the year! 

DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by 

Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:

17-20/08/2023 Eurohash - Baarlo, The Netherlands at 
The Dutch Castle de Berckt – Full 

25-28/08/2023 UK Nash Hash, Askham
Yorkshire  

08-10/03/2024  Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand 
https://www.interhash2024.com/   

BRIGHTON & SOUTH DOWNS CAMRA BRANCHES 
2023 ALE TRAIL - GATWICK AlePort 90

Great response from hares in organising hashes from ale 
trail pubs, thank you all! If you’ve managed to get hold of a 
passport don’t forget that, once you have 20 stamps, 
will send the passports off together and arrange hash 
overprinting of the shirts.  

See details below on the next CRAFT H3 meet
your pubs.  

On on!  

Bouncer 

HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES

Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton and upcoming haberhash sale 
gentle reminder to please contribute to the memorial stile for one of our founder hashers, Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton 

who passed away in November ’22. We are discussing a location with The National Trust somewhere
, scene of r*n #1 back in June 1978. You can contribute either by giving money 

transferring funds into the Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment 
-72 / 31893463) 

We are still considering the best location and most effective way to hold a t-shirt sale to raise additional funds, as well 
as enable newer members to grab a bit of hash kit, and it may be that this is held over to our first Annual General 
Meeting, known in hash parlance as an AGPU (they’re usually short and sweet, let’s get to the beer!).

ononononononononononononononononon 

NOTE FROM KNIGHTRIDER re the next Harvey’s Brewery tour: 
We are booked in for Wednesday 11th October. The tours start at 06:30 pm and the cost is £10 
are to meet on the night will be sent through nearer the time. Please register your interest early as there 

s, and transferring £10 to the Hash A/C  (with a payment reference o

.  I expect this to be popular so don’t delay! Cheers Kit - cdawson431@btinternet.com
ononononononononononononononononon 

CRAFT #130 will be a bicycle hash visiting the following Ale Trail pubs:
12.00  1. Watchmakers Arms, by Hove station. 40 mins then 10 minutes to...
12.50 2. Neptune Inn – opp. Osborne Villas on Kingsway 
then 20 mins to... 
13.50 3. Foghorn - Junction of Boundary road and New Church Road 
40 mins then 10 mins to... 
14.40 4. Stanley Arms - Wolsely Road - 0.75 miles. 50 mins then 10 mins to... 
15.40 5. Stags Head - Portslade Old Village - 0.45 miles. 50 mins then 10 mins to...
16.40 6. Beer Engine - Southwick Square - 1.1 miles. 60 mins (allowing for food) 
then 20 mins to... 
18.00 7. Duke of Wellington - Brighton Road, Shoreham 
(allowing for band) then 10 mins to... 
19.10 8. Piston Broke - High Street, Shoreham - 0.45 miles. 5 mins from s
The last 2 pubs offer live music, so we'll check what's on, and depending on the 
band, we may well swap them around. 
Road bikes will be fine and there is no planned rail action this weekend.
Don't forget your passports! 

ononononononononononononononononon       
CLEAR YOUR DIARY – WE’RE ISSUING THE HASH WHIP FOR MONDAY 4

to mark the hash’s 45
th

 anniversary, but there is an even 
good food and drinking at Beardsfield Nursery with a very special, not

Local Knowledge’s great big birthday with an actual nought on the end, but also a 
On On Don to Pat on Saturday 2

nd
 September! 

More info to follow soon but make sure to keep the diary free, rearrange any appointments already booked, and get 
yourselves along to what promises to be the hash event of the year!  

see full list of events being attended by 

Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes: 

Baarlo, The Netherlands at 

Askham Bryan College, 

Interhash Queenstown, New Zealand - 

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:

GM  Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood

On-Sec Don ‘On-Don’ 

Webfart Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle

Hare Raiser Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

Beer Monster Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

RA’s Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King

 Scott ‘Nasty Nips’ Heckle

   John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Hash Cash Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson

Hash Trash  John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins

Haberhash Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland

Hash Horn  Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer

SDW relay  Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

Hashtorian David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans

Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride-

Hash awards Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones 

 Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons

BRIGHTON & SOUTH DOWNS CAMRA BRANCHES  
GATWICK AlePort 90 

Great response from hares in organising hashes from ale 
trail pubs, thank you all! If you’ve managed to get hold of a 

you have 20 stamps, we 
will send the passports off together and arrange hash 

CRAFT H3 meeting to boost 

NOTICES 

gentle reminder to please contribute to the memorial stile for one of our founder hashers, Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton 
who passed away in November ’22. We are discussing a location with The National Trust somewhere in the Devil’s 

money in his name at the next hash, 
funds into the Brighton Hash House Harriers Account with a payment 

shirt sale to raise additional funds, as well 
as enable newer members to grab a bit of hash kit, and it may be that this is held over to our first Annual General 

d sweet, let’s get to the beer!). 

We are booked in for Wednesday 11th October. The tours start at 06:30 pm and the cost is £10 per person. Info of where we 
Please register your interest early as there is a maximum 

with a payment reference of “Harveys” ( 

cdawson431@btinternet.com  

visiting the following Ale Trail pubs: 
1. Watchmakers Arms, by Hove station. 40 mins then 10 minutes to... 

opp. Osborne Villas on Kingsway - 0.75 miles. 40 mins 

nd New Church Road - 1.75 miles. 

0.75 miles. 50 mins then 10 mins to...  
0.45 miles. 50 mins then 10 mins to... 
1.1 miles. 60 mins (allowing for food) 

Brighton Road, Shoreham - 1.65 miles. 60 mins 

0.45 miles. 5 mins from station. 
The last 2 pubs offer live music, so we'll check what's on, and depending on the 

Road bikes will be fine and there is no planned rail action this weekend. 

THE HASH WHIP FOR MONDAY 4
th

 SEPTEMBER!  
, but there is an even BIGGER occasion planned 

at Beardsfield Nursery with a very special, not-to-be-missed 
nought on the end, but also a hash 

More info to follow soon but make sure to keep the diary free, rearrange any appointments already booked, and get 
 

Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who: 

Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood 

Don’ Elwick 

Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle 

Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 

Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King 

Scott ‘Nasty Nips’ Heckle 

John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins 

Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson 

‘Bouncer’ Biggins 

Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland 

Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer 

Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  

David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans 

-It, Baby’ Morfitt 

Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones  

ukarwe’ Lyons  



   
- wheat girl is back!

   
It’s another amazing wheat crop this year, although my wild oats have turned to shredded wheat: 

 

 

 
Not expecting to do well on the economics exam, Todd was heartened by the first question: In any given year, and to 

the nearest ton, how much wheat did the United States export? Smiling confidently, Todd wrote, "1492, none."  



REHASHING with Dangleberry… 
2316 The White Horse, Ditchling – Our hare Anybody’s scarce marks are becoming 
quite the hallmark: So few featured for his previous invite to this nigh-on 1000-year-old 
venue that we should perhaps rename it The White Scarce! That was r*n 2299 in 
March, and true to form our hare’s re-invite was absent loo paper for large sections of 
trail. The cause being Anybody’s mid-lay ‘little lie down’, and upon waking, quite 
forgetting the roll beside, earning him his DD. The roll was spied on-trail, though rain 
had rendered it worthless. And so at circle, our hare was duly awarded an honorary pub 
roll, returned at evening’s end. And talking of honorifics, his DD was followed by quite 
the emerging BH7 custom, the weekly welcome-back to solid regulars Blonde Vixen and 
Silver Fox. Though we’re getting ahead of ourselves, first a trail to hash, as Anybody 
ushered us out to the narrow confines of the bricked pavement to form the customary 
peperami-shaped circle. Where we were joined by Just Jeremy’s introduction, Just Zoe, 
who’d make quite the debut mark on the hash and indeed various parts of her person, 
though more on that later. Learning the r*n would be hare-less, it was on-out E along 
West St, over the crossroads to segue SE on footpath from Lewes Rd. T-ing S onto East 
End Ln, newboot Zoe fell, though DD went to the arms-length Hot Fuzz for failure to 
catch the lady in his. Though fear not HF, as Zoe, joining us fresh from a merry 
afternoon with friends, would gift 3 more fall+catch oppos. Resuming SE along track, 
trail T’d E along Underhill Ln to Westmeston Church, of similar vintage to our venue. 
Infact so ancient the church that when Reverend Kingston arrived in the parish in 1935, 
he felt the urgent need for a new organ. With mere days to spare before its dedication, 
the required funding shortfall was met: This electrically blown organ, complete with 
swell in a swell box, was something of a personal triumph for the Reverend. And indeed 
something of a relief for the choir member who’d been hand-pumping the harmonium 
for the past 50 years. Not having the time to admire the Reverend’s magnificent organ 
(or indeed the handpumping of said organ! Phnarr. Ed.), we went S. first along 
Westmeston Borstal, then rising up the downs’ northern escarpment, via switchback 
track, to join the S.Downs Way W along the ridge. Crossing the Ditchling Bostall road, 

and Ditchling Beacon at 817 ft, the pack split between ridge and lower path, where quite the mystery unfolded: Nasty Nips, 
inspecting One Erection’s copy of the Anybody-supplied emergency 
map, was quite sure the ridge path was right. Meanwhile, a group on 
the lower path were reporting the odd paper mark. Had our hare 
mapped one way, and marked another? Noop, NN had misread the 
map, earning him DD. And for believing, 1E a DD too. Continuing along 
the ridge, the pack spread out to such an extent that Angel reported 
on-trail loneliness. Indeed an emotion that perhaps our confirmed 
wa*ker Wildbush experienced, when she accidentally split from the 
wa*kers, to then accidentally join the r*nners, earning her the 
Numpty. Meeting the Sussex Border Path, trail took that route NE 
down Burnhouse Bostall, a dog-leg E along Underhill Ln, then N toward 
Ditchling. Where another dog-leg E beside the rather wonderfully-
named Molehilly Shaw copse was missed by NN, Little Swinger, 
Cliffbanger and Bushsquatter, and doubtless others. Though it was 
CB+BS that were brought to book for the SCB’ing. With BS taking an 
unfortunate customary tumble, with nick to her nose :-/ Though that was as nothing to the scratches+grazes that Zoe had to 
show. On-inn then was N along Beacon Rd and South St, then W along West St back to the pub. Where the usual 
sustenance+refreshment was slow in deliverance, as within minutes of the thirsty pack of 34 arriving, the landlord had 
improbably headed off to serve instead at his other pub! But fear not, newboot Zoe commended herself by joining behind 
the bar the overworked sole remaining bartender. Calling circle, DD’s were bestowed upon the aforementioned sinners. 
Though none so sinful as one of our number, with RA Dangleberry then Bonking Queen recounting the following tale of such 
epic proportion that exception was made to ‘what happens off-hash, stays off-hash’. With the following heavily redacted to 
preserve the identity and exploits of those involved. And so it was that BQ, out enjoying an evening in Brighton, chanced 
upon no other than Lily the        improbably sound asleep          helpfully propping up          stout beech            merry afternoon 
at the cricket, enjoyed with           Erection          off-licence          dancing in the ale aisle           improbable choice of GnT’s          
improbably sound asleep          helpfully propping up           bicycle rack        launched into road           last-minute swerve           
cab’s screech of brakes           a hasher down           plonked in the cab           down-down           down-down           down-down!  

 



REHASHING with Nasty Nips… 
2317 The Old Railway, Henfield (and The Henfield Club, Henfield) - A special 
hash laid on by resident RA Bouncer and partner-in-crime Angel, starting at one 
Ale Trail pub and with a Sip Stop at another en-route! We were to be spoiled. 
The penalty? A 6 miles r*n route (and nearly 7.5 miles for this hasher after 
checks and fishhooks). And so the hash set off, crossing Upper Station Rd and 
headed S on Station Rd, taking the footpath W onto and S along Beechings, 
rejoining Station Rd before turning W onto Hollands Ln. At the Industrial Estate 
the trail headed SSW along the road / footpath, confusing the FRBs as there 
was a little uncertainty as to whether or not this was a private road, a matter 
swiftly resolved when the footpath sign (hidden by overgrowth) clearly pointed 
the pack in that direction. On along this road until the footpath opening to the 
W with Angel spotted applying the check after the FRBs had been through! 
Along to Buckwish Ln, N to Hollands Ln, and then W. To end of Holland Ln 
where it turns into a footpath until Leeches, following the footpath around the 

property to Frogshole / West End Ln where the road was followed WNW until the footpath W after Topfield. Footpath followed 
until the Adur, turning S and crossing at the bridge. The Adur 
continued to be followed S where a number of fishhooks would 
be encountered; the pack split several times with some on a 
high (true trail, with one hare) and some on the lower trail ('On 
Hare' being some hashers' excuse, as the hares had taken 
different routes!). The hash proceeded S in general until the 
next crossing, with Bathe It Daily taking a quick photo opp, 
before continuing NE along the footpath, turning E at Woodsmill 
Stream and following this until turning N towards Lepride Farm, 
turning E at Lepride Farm and then N at Rede House. N at New 
Barn Farm Cottage through the woods where the hares actually 
found some shiggy... In July! NE for a very short distance along 

Broadmere Common 
before turning NW along the footpath and N at the crossroads of footpaths, back to the 
outskirts of Henfield and onto the High Street / A2037 N, where 'On To Sip' was spotted. 
SOE, BQ and NN all picked up the pace eager to whet their whistles at The Henfield Club 
(Cagefoot Ln). The hares had managed to pre-arrange for half-pints of bitter and pale ale to 
be available - generously paid for by the hash. Drinks were consumed, Ale Trail Passports 
were stamped, and the hash continued W along Cagefoot Ln. The small path was missed by 
the FRBs, none of those familiar with the area, finding themselves running around Red Oaks 
Care Home with nary a mark in sight! On On was heard called from behind, and the correct 
trail picked up, following footpath W to and over The Hooks and on to Broomfield Rd, Squire 
Way and then NW at Croft Ln. The footpath carried through to Batts Pond Ln and then N to 
Faircox Ln before turning W at Upper Station Rd and On Inn. Circle was called with everyone 
already sat outside enjoying the weather (if not the food, which left something to be 
desired) and DDs were firstly presented to the Hares, dutifully downed to the classic 'Here's 
to the Hare'. Before awarding the next, it was noted that the prior weekend (Sat 8 July) was 
in fact a notable birthday - Fred Basset's first appearance in the Daily Mail was July 1963, 
making him 60 years old. But on a human front, it was also someone we all know - Kevin 
Bacon! (although not 60). But finally, of course, another breed of dog - our very own St. 

Bernard was called up, thanked for the wonderful entertainment over the weekend, and then awarded DD to the tune of 'Hashy 
Beerday'. Next up it had been noted that 1E had called 'On On' for what was actually bindweed; after asking to spot the 
difference between some flour and bindweed on the floor, DD was quickly dispensed with to (what else but) 'You're Stupid'. BQ 
and SOE were then called for Racism before the Sip Stop, but both were driving and so had to nominate, BQ nominating LTP and 
SOE nominating NN - it was quickly pointed out that SOE should nominate his passenger (Hot Fuzz) but it transpired that HF has 
to then drive home from SOEs! Kind of defeats the point... LTP and NN DD'd to 'Why were they born?' before the Numpty mug 
was announced, awarded to Mudlark for having been at the front for much of the run and then failing to fishhook with Little 
Swinger having taken his place on the fishhook (and she would have taken his DD had she been present!) - downed (as much as 
one can with the Numpty mug) to '10, 9, 8'. Next week's hash details were shared (The Cock Inn @ Ringmer) and it was noted 
that this was the annual Airman memorial hash. The hash was closed with a toast To The Hash. 

  



HAPPY SIXTIETH BIRTHDAY, CHARLIE ! 
A good turnout of hashers and others made it along to St. Bernard’s big birthday hash as the sandwich filling to his 

Friday and Saturday night celebrations. And more joined the party later with survivors lining up for a picture, 
only to be photo-bombed by the man himself, who we had somehow forgotten to call over! Sadly no run report to 
include, although there are tales of hills and fishhooks, so page filled with St. Bernard beer, cartoons and memes: 

 

 



REHASHING the Airman memorial with Bouncer… 

#2318 Cock Inn, Ringmer – that’s RINGMER for the benefit of Dangleberry who, for 
the second successive visit failed to connect the wiring in his brain up properly, 
hanging after a weekend of pirate related debauchery, and went to Wivelsfield 
instead! Despite that absence at the start we had an excellent pack out to mark 2 
years since Airman Bob lost his health battle and flew off into the great blue yonder, 
including a return from James and Amanda with Merlin. Driven by Pompette, her and 
Don were kindly assisted by Wildbush and Keeps It Up, who gave us a chalk talk which 
excluded a sip but included first pint back at the pub on Bob/Chris, hurrah! Item 1 was 
a stroll round to the stile which sits in the field just behind the pub, where we 
remembered Bob or paid our respects to a lost hasher for the new boots. A quick 
reminder was made (given that one of Chopper Phil’s last hash outings before he too 
slipped off this mortal coil was to this very stile where he gamely got his leg over for 
his lost friend) of the fundraising page on the website for Phil’s stile, or more likely, 
gate, location talks for which are still ongoing with the National Trust. Hash was now 
on in earnest and off we charged westwards, notably Merlin, towards the cows which 
sent them into a panic. Having got mixed up with wa*kers who were r*nning, I 
realised I’d fallen somewhat behind so opted to take a leak only for Amanda to appear 
having discovered fishhooks! She was very polite, waiting until I’d finished before, sort 
of, tagging then r*nning back. With 12 on the hook though, there was a lot of 
confusion over the rear of the pack so I soon found myself in the middle of the field as 

we passed Barcombe Mills on the road. As we continued back to 
Barcombe village via the sewage works and back out on the road 
to find the footpaths through to Lower Barn Cottage, we were hit 
with several more fishhooks, again with very high numbers 
including a 15! Talk there was that no-one now knew who was 
where and we worried that we may now be stuck in a continuous 
fishhook! After a considerable portion of the pack missed the turn, 
a photo regroup at Beam Bridge effectively gotus all back 
together, and on we went with Bonking Queen demonstrating the 
gate hurdling technique taught by St. Bernard at his birthday hash, 
which I’m sure he didn’t intend to be so indecent! After crossing 
the Ouse, we returned again to the weirs and cut through the 
Mills car park to follow first road, then finally on inn via the stile 
again this time from the north. The pub had opened especially for 
us but plenty of food was shovelled away, and of course, we all 
enjoyed the Harveys on Chris/Bob before circle was called inside. 
After the now obligatory welcome back to Silver Fox and Blonde Vixen the hares were duly called to down to Pompettes shock, 
to an old favourite of Airman’s – Her left tit hangs down to her navel, her right tit hangs down to her knee. If her left tit did 
equal her right tit, she’d get much more wiener from me! Somehow KIU and WB got away with the double sign up error, all 

the more bizarre given that it’s KIU’s own creation! Moving on, mention had to be made of the tennis, 
with a new Wimbledon champion and it was good to see that the athletic figure of Chaos had dressed 
appropriately with headband in the pub. Also dressing appropriately was massive tennis fan Red Slapper 
absolutely rocking the Barbie look in the week of its release, so she joined Chaos, and of course, 
Dangleberry who made it from cock to cock in record time to catch the pack and enjoy the bulk of the 
hash, getting off lightly as the Numpty mug was absent! A notable absence last week had been Prince 
Crashpian whose email was turned into a poem: Hope the hash went okay, I’m in a bar that is gay, 
feeling quite queer, but at least I’ve got beer, over in French Dunker-quay! They were downed to a 
slightly creative “has anyone got a song for the sinners here, repeated ad nauseum until we did the down 
down bit. Next up were water downers for James and Amanda as returners, but also on behalf of Merlin 
who’d left a landmine in a barely avoidable track for James, and Amanda for her FH etiquette, arms linked 

to 20 toes. After a short intermission to discuss Rebel in his absence - continuing the etiquette theme he’d lingered with the 
over 75’s claiming fishhook immunity, leading Lily the Pink to assume he’d had a big birthday and by chance finding a birthday 
balloon at the precise location! Bonking Queen was then called for acrobatics along with fellow gate jumpers Cliffbanger for 
leading a trespass noted by RA, to be immediately followed by Bushsquatter, but it buttered no crumpet for either as they 
were off trail and then had to stile it back! Joining them in the final downdown was apprentice Zoe who’d requested 
permission to remove her top last week, but failed to show the same hash etiquette this week, whipping it off unsolicited, so a 
show of hands vote was held to grant her the freedom to remove her top any time she wanted, along with a number of offers 
to assist with the process! With that a final toast was made to Airman to wrap up another great hash! 

 



REHASHING with Barbie & Oppenheimer… 
Run 2319 The Fountain, Plumpton Green –Our previous visit in May came just 2 
days after the Coronation, with those sporting crowns being let off the fishhook, 
hook. Outfits featured for this visit too, coming just 3 days after general release 
of the Barbie movie. Thus BH7 pink was sported, though not by our unadvised 
EGH3 joint hashers. Combining forces, BH7 numbered a blush 39, and EGH3 
about the same, as hares Gromit and Rocks On ushered us on out from this fine 
village pub, S along Station Rd. Finding trail E along Strawlands, it was out into 
open countryside, crossing a brook, and eventually reaching T with Novington 
Ln, where chalk bid us S, until S bend’s end. It was then again action E through 
fields, until T at Hurst Barns Farm, where flour bid us S, crossing the Bevern 
Stream to reach T with Chiltington Ln. Finding trail E through East Chiltington, we 
curved S to overbridge the Burgess Hill to Lewes railway, passing Spooners Fm 
SW. Next NW then N to Whitehouse Fm, before turning W past Wooton Fm to 
re-cross Novington Ln, and make for East Chiltington parish church: A 12th 
century construction unusually made of something much older, 135 million year 
old fossils. Specifically winklestone, with fossilised winkle shells standing proud 
from the church’s pinkish stone. Without time to lend our aggregate shell-likes 

to this appropriate historical curiosity, it was onward W through woodland, toward Chiltington Ferrings. Where we doglegged 
N through open fields to recross the railway on the level, paralleling W beside the playing fields and Plumpton Pavillion. 
Foregoing the rather attractive train station, it was instead on inn N along Station Rd, via a cheeky loop of the pretty village 
pond+hall. Back at the pub, after the usual refreshment+sustenance, circle was called. RA’s sin notes are decidedly sketchy, but 
we opened with observation that the pack’s flat-footed hashing suggests we’re all Barbieworld outcasts! Thanking our hare, 
Just James diligently observed trail-trespass on approach to Whitehouse Fm, for that is not right-of-way, nor just after Ferrings, 
ably earning Gromit his DD. It was then welcome DD’s for returnees Big Drawers and Pearly Cubes, and welcome backs to Just 
James+Amanda, likewise permanent attendees Silver Fox and Blonde Vixen. Next, DD for young Chariots of Fire, for over-
achieving early pack-leading. Joined by Bonking Queen, for foregoing all the fishhooks, there’s no crown-exemption now! There 
was then something about a DD for 3 slashes-on-the-hash, and for tech-on-the-hash, citing Off With Her Head and Rocks On, 
though whether observer or participant is unrecorded. Clearer, was Zoe’s new-shoes sin, with our newboot valiantly downing 
her DD from the right shoe, which was the wrong shoe, so the left shoe too. And then Mudlark’s award of numpty to someone, 
probably me. And so closing circle upon this hashing Barbiemania, “may the hash go in pink, and return in regular garb”! DB 

 
ononononononononononononononon 

 
ononononononononononononononon 

This issue is brought to you by Yorkshire proofreaders. Fighting the war on t'error. 

A Yorkshire man's beloved wife passed away. He went to the headstone maker to sort out the stone for her grave. Being a 

devout man, he decided the inscription should read 'She was thine'. The stonemason told him to return a week later. 

A week later the man returns to inspect the stone. The proud stonemason wheeled it out in a trolley. It looked fabulous, except 

the inscription read 'She was thin'. 

"It's missing an 'e'," he exclaimed. 

The slightly embarrassed mason apologised profusely and asked him to return a week later and he would fix it. 

A week later, the Yorkshire man headed back to inspect the finished stone. The mason wheeled it out again. The poor widower 

inspected the stone. It said... 

'E she was thin'. 



Barbie world 
If Barbie were life-size, her measurements would be 39-23-33. She would stand seven feet, two inches tall. 

Barbie's full name is Barbara Millicent Roberts. 

 
The queue to see Oppenheimer is really long. They must be making a bomb! 

 
What’s pink and hard? Financial Times crossword, or is it Barbenheimer? 

  
Did you hear of the new Moulsecombe Barbie? It comes with 12 kids, AIDS and a welfare check. 

 



ALE TRAIL CRAFT REHASHING - BRIGHTON 
No review, but it looks like a damn fine time was had by the 12 participants on CRAFT#129 on 22nd July. Pictures courtesy of 

Bathe-It Daily (of course!) and Angel, with apologies to Wildbush who appears to have succumbed to the beer! 

 
onononononononononononononononononononononononon 

Muppet of the month: 

 
BBC presenters - instead of all individually posting disclaimers why not all get 

together and record a charity cover of the Shaggy classic ‘It Wasn’t Me’ 

 
Philip Schofield has offered his advice to the BBC presenter Huw Edwards in exchange for the 17 year old lads phone number.  

onononononononononononononononononononononononon 

My dog just blew up his kennel. Bloody Yorkshire Terrierist! 

A rich Yorkshire man is mourning the loss of his dog. He decides to 

immortalize it by getting a cast made of it. He goes to a jewellers and asks for 

a gold statue making of its likeness. The jeweller asks, "Do you want it 18 

karat?" He replies, "No, I want it chewin’ a bone, you daft beggar!" 

Yorkshire man takes his cat to the Vet. “What's wrong” says the vet. “Me 

cat's not well”. Vet says, “Is it a Tom?” “Naw yer daft beggar a browt ‘im wi 

me he's int’basket.” 

One day a candle maker in Yorkshire was halfway through making a large 

batch of red candles. He had been working without a break for many hours, so 

his wife bought him a plate of cheese for sustenance. He was so keen to finish 

working he ignored the food and continued to be engrossed in his labours. All 

of a sudden he let out a mighty sneeze and sent the hot red wax flying. He 

opened his eyes, and saw that it had completely covered his cheese supper. 

He cried out in anguish... EEEE DAMN! And that’s ‘ow t’ cheese got its nem. 

It’s been reported that Will-i-am has been spotted in Yorkshire. Apparently 

he’s visiting his cousin Will-i-eckaslike! 

There once was a maid from Yorkshire 

Who succumbed to her lover's desire. 

She said, 'It's a sin, 

But now that it's in, 

Could you push it a few inches higher?'  



IN THE NEWS – a few bonus muppets! 

 
My son is taking part in a social experiment. He has to wear a Sadiq Khan 2024 t-shirt for 2 weeks to see how people react. So far 

he’s been spat on, punched and had rubbish thrown at him. I’m curious to see what happens when he leaves the house later. 

 

 
onononononononononononononononononononononononon  

 Wimbledon… The New Indiana Jones film… European Heatwave… 

 



      

    

 

 
Well she’s been with us on & off for a few years but it’s time to retire wheat girl! TTFN, and On On! 


